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Message from the Guest Editor

The continuous development of genetic maps in forest
trees and the expansion of QTL and association mapping
approaches contribute to unravel the genotype-phenotype
relationship and to lead to marker assisted and genome-
wide selection. However, major challenges lie ahead.
Recent literature suggests that species demography and
genetic diversity have been affected both by climatic
oscillations and anthropogenically induced stresses in a
way that future adaptation may be questionable.
Moreover, the pace of contemporary environmental
change put a great challenge on forest tree populations
and their ability to adapt taking into account their life
history characteristics.

We encourage manuscript submission to this Special Issue
from all relevant fields, both regarding experimental
studies and modelling approaches, in order to promote
knowledge in the areas of genetics and genomics of forest
trees including the management and conservation of forest
genetic resources.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Forests (ISSN 1999-4907) is an international and cross-
disciplinary, scholarly forestry journal. The distinguished
editorial board and refereeing process ensures the highest
degree of scientific rigor and review of all published
articles. Original research articles and timely reviews are
released online, with unlimited free access.

Our goal is to have  Forests be recognized as one of the
foremost publication outlets for high quality, leading edge
research in this broad and diverse field. We therefore invite
you to be one of our authors, and in doing so share your
important research findings with the global forestry
community.
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